DIALOGUE WITH THE COSMOS — Part 1
‘Operation Mountain Light’ — ‘Operation Tree Light’ — ‘Operation Unity-Pulse Exo-Transaction’
(Cosmic Contact)

THE 1st Two COUNTRIES To HOST These NU EVENTS Of The NEW CYCLE of the Awakening Dream ARE:

• Events of 2013 (edited out)
• More DIALOGUES WITH THE COSMOS, are to occur in France, and Switzerland, that teaches Practical Techniques one can use in Daily Life & for the NU Cycle, are to be organised Outside High-Up. All Organiser Propositions Welcome, in Places of Power, Earth-Star Grids, for Planet Earth and a Gradual Awakening Mankind.

OVERVIEW
Ananda Bosman has been summoning what are commonly called “UFOs” and other ‘Unknown Phenomenon’ since 1985, along with Ultraterrestrial “Light Beings”. Along with using neuro-biofeedback and breathing techniques that enhance the ability to obtain creative information in unusual methods.
He has over 90 witnesses to various forms of UFO sightings with him, including landings, and going inside a vehicle, that include credible witnesses from medical doctors, double Ph’d’s, mathematicians, journalists, to aeronautic engineers.
In regard to other “Unknown Phenomenon” of “contact” with some form of “Other” intelligence, the witnesses are far more.
In January 1991, Copenhagen, Ananda Bosman had his first “disclosure” press conference with the theme of the “JFK Assassination & The Alien Presence” attended by over 75 journalists, with positive media coverage, including the Danish National TV Kanal Plus 9‘clock news, on the subject.

THE DIALOGUE WITH THE COSMOS Introduction
Using his 28 years of experience with Ultraterrestrial/”ETI”, Ananda will impart in simple methods, the best means he knows of, for engaging a “Dialogue with the Cosmos” for the individual person.
Of engaging the Unification of “Star Light Energies” with “Earth Energies”, “Elemental Energies”, and “Aether Energies” through “coherent neuro-techniques”, and “biological energies”, mediated through the human bio-computer transducer, and hadronic hyper-genetic machinery (theories based on discoveries in hard empirical hadronic physics, and practical hands on experience directly) — protocols rooted in the ancient Vedas (Rg Veda), and the orient.

**It is VITAL to Note:** Participants pay for the techniques, protocols, and methods they are taught by Ananda Bosman, not for the “Unknown Phenomenon” (weather Spiritual, Sonic, Light pulses, Light Beams, UFO Sightings, or unusual sources of information they may obtain), that MAY or MAY NOT occur. These belong to the individual, group, and the “Other”).

When in the Field and doing Work, one may practice and apply what has been taught by Ananda Bosman, this will be encouraged, and MAY enrichen the individual. Each individual contributes their own uniqueness, and this is not to be underestimated.

**ETI-RV**
Fundamental Remote Viewing (RV) Techniques will be passed on and practised, refined and defined by Ananda through 28 years of experience with them, in training with the “Numinous Intelligences” referred to as the Emmanuel’s (even though his first encounter was in 1972 in the Swiss Alps).

These offer very specific protocols one can use in many other circumstances in life, as a natural “new” sense in this *novel cycle now opening*. It is already stressed here, that abuse of these techniques on others, may be hazardous to one’s own health, and are prohibited. The universal “law of free-will” must be respected, even when the Hadronic Horizon is the same in the atomic heart of every individual. The main use of the ETI-RV protocols will be applied in the Field in practising our “Dialogue with the Cosmos”.

These are called ETI-RV: Extraterrestrial/ExtraTemporal Intelligence Remote Viewing.

**ETI-VR**
The Navigation Techniques of ET-VR, will also be passed on. So that when such a situation MAY present itself, the individual has been briefed on what to do, and how to manage, and how to navigate.

When applicable (depending on “Aether-Net” availability); ETI-VR, or what Ananda has coined: “ExtraTerrestrial/Extra-Temporal—Virtual Reality”, may also be transmitted.

The theory and navigation of ETI-VR, will be taught, regardless of whether or not an “Aether-Net” ‘Link-Up’ to the “Unknown” or the “Other”, occurs or not.

Should such an event occur, in the Field (it can also happen in practice, without preparation) — then those logged into the ETI-VR will be guided by Ananda Bosman to familiarise such systems.

A “Flight Simulation” exercise of ETI-VR has been pre-paired, for these events.

ETI-VR may be coupled with ETI-RV, directly in “Field Work.”

This is simplified to ETI-RV/VR, for simplicity.

**ETI-ELU**

“Elemental” ‘Link Up’ (ELU) techniques will be taught, with the ‘elemental kingdom’, and elemental fractal “intelligence” (i.e. like the Binomial Sierpinski invariant triangle with its known “growth measures”).

Which are highly specific methods, and diverse in methodology depending on the biosphere region to which it is being applied, and according to which specific endeavour.

In Dialogue with the Cosmos these will be ETI-ELU

**ETI-OT-L**

“Operation Tree Light” (OT-L) techniques will be taught, which again have highly specific methodologies, and can be applied in other manners than “Dialogue with the Cosmos” as well, for example in other ecological projects, in ways that are enriching the well-being of the individual.

Ananda has worked with this since the 1980s, and Emmanuel gave it to a scientist in 1990, from which point “Operation Tree Light” was directly applied.

Scientific measurements demonstrated the remarkable results of this “ultraterrestrial” derived methodology, measured in restoring forests and remediying Earth’s biosphere.

In Dialogue with the Cosmos these are called ETI-OT-L
ETI-OM-L
“Operation Mountain Light” (OM-L) techniques will be taught, which are more power operational methods, that should generally be done with 8 or more people. Although a well trained “AUMbassador with the AUMNiverse” (‘Ambassador with the Omniverse’), already as a “contactee”, may be able to do this in solo, or with a smaller audience.

Ananda has worked with this since the 1980s, and with groups, and in private with the UFO in key grid systems at sacred sites all-over the world. OM-L also has other health and well-being applications as well as more subtle effects on bio-systems overall. ETI-OM-L operations will become part of a large Task Force over Europe, engaging the NU “Star Adam” into the European Grid Line Systems (“Earth-Star-Gate Grid Systems”).

ETI-EMAGE
Geomantic Grid Work, will be part of the protocols passed on. Hence, ETI-EMAGE: Extraterrestrial/ExtraTemporal ElectroMagnetic Aether Grid Engineering. Extensive instructions have been given by the “ultraterrestrials” and “UFO Intelligences” in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and much already carried out — including through the European, so called, “Grail Lines” and archaic “secret” European star map systems. And incorporating the Egyptian grids, the Alps, all the way to the primordial Scandinavian Alps and “Hyperborean” domains.

ETI-S-TG
“Star Gate” and “Space-Time Gate” protocols will be imparted. Linking the 144,000 Nodes of Time and Space (Nada-Nadi) of the physical-body/imagination-body/consciousness-body, to those of a surrounding Earth Grid, and the 144,000 NADANADI of Space Grid Systems, and other parallel world systems, ad hoc to the: Isounit, Geno-unit and Hyper plane worlds of our hadronic “hyperuniverse”.

ETI-SE: Extraterrestrial/ExtraTemporal Soul Engram
Soul Engram techniques will be taught. These will become practical in “star family archetype” genomatic identification. Key Light Symbol multi-folds may be encountered, and cognised, as part of a Greater Semantics of Cosmic Fractal Consciousness within the Hadronic 5th Force, or “Unified Field Operator” (the true “UFO” in the Macro sense).

**ETI-HOLO**
Holon and holographic whole signature reading, and holographic logic/language/understanding, essential in rapid translation and transduction in the event of actual experience with an “unknown” or “other”.
This is a unique field impossible to summarise, except to say it is a form of “Instant Knowing” arising from the invariance of the hadronic horizon’s “Macro Irreversibility,” that often emerges in various forms of “contact” with the “Other”, and Cosmic Foundation of All-Oneness.

**ETI-ESP**
**ETI-ETHERIC SPHERE-PULSING: ETI-COMPAS-SION ~ ETI-SYMPATHETIC SEMANTICS**
Heart-Will Ball Pulsing methods will be taught, and practised, along with other forms thereof.
These have different forms, from the bio-laser domain, to those of information intelligence, to those of proto healing.
To those that interact with the living sphere “intelligences” coming out from the “UFO” like the “reality rollers”, of focussed-synchronised-synchronicity; and other relatives.

**OTI/UTU/ETI — The “Other”**
Whole Body Unification of Elemental and Star Fields will be taught. The Earth grid is Star Field based. And Star Grid Keys open the Living Star Gates — Earth Man with:

1. **Homo Omniversalis: “Omniversal Man”**, that some may see as ‘Mankind from the Far Future’, or Mankind from a ‘Primordial Hypertime’ (past-present-future as a Living NOW) and ‘Omni-Time’ (in all the myriad holographic dimensions, and multiverses, that are HERE NOW);
2. **Homo Cosmicus:** “Cosmic Man”, The Original Intelligence Behind Man-kind, and from beyond the universe and multiverse.

3. **Homo Universalis:** “Universal Man”, which the most archaic manuscript of man, the *Rg Veda*, relays are of 432,000 humanoid & ultraterrestrial species, hyper-linked in a dynamic continuum with our 432,000 motor neurons by which we generate our somatic “reality”, the holographic interpretation by our senses of our universe, is generated by these 432,000.

4. **Homo Galacticus:** Galactic Mankind, the proto-archaic “Galactic Council” of 8+8+8 = 24 (4x3x2=24), that the Emmanuel’s relay are in a state of Past-Present-Future: NOW.

**ETI-VISION — “CLEAR SIGHT”**

In basic methods and manners ETI “Clear Sight” VISION will be taught to assist to see more ‘subtle’ fields, exotic fields, and alternate fields, involved in Field Experience with the “Other”. As Ananda Bosman’s experience with the “unknown” and the “UFO”, includes gradual “fading in” to this reality, using ETI-Vision Clear Sight, which once learnt can be practised in many other areas of life use as well — one can more easily discern when an “unknown” or UFO is in close proximity fading in, or in camouflage mode etc. Also some of the “Other” ‘Intelligences’ Ananda has experienced, can gradually manifest through inverted trumpet shaped transducers, and other ark transducers (ergo *Chandras*), where ET-Vision Clear Sight may assist in “Dialogues with the Cosmos”, for the group, or in continued field practice.

Whilst it may take more time, training, heart-will power and effort for some, more so than others, virtually everyone can expand their vision to some certain degree. Added to this is “Holo-Vision” in “Instant Knowing.” Some interactions are exercised or chosen by the “Other” in ‘simulation mode’ meaning on more subtle planes, that enable progress in contact without invoking the primordial fear plane of the “collective unconscious”’ “reptile brain plane”, the 1st and 2nd “Brain Chakra’s”, or “Neuro-Circuits”.

ETI-Clear Vision CAN also be activated by the UFO Itself, for some individuals and for SOME occasions.

**MANTRA YOGA & SOUND LASERS**
Specific key sound combinations in a Primordial Language whose most archaic source states it came directly from the “space gods” and “ultraterrestrial intelligences”, beyond — are used as sound lasers and coherent field and energy raisers. Which for “Diamond Body Lotus Star Ship Pilots” will be combined with the DNA Sound and “Light Body Star Ship 8Hz Isounit Unified Field Lense”, as well. The Dialogue with the Cosmos groups will get glimpses of use of these protocols as occurs naturally in Field Work.

**MIDWAY MEETINGS — MAKING THE MIDDLE PATHWAY FOR MANKIND — THIS IS THE NEW CYCLE IN AWAKENING**

These are training expeditions. Training for the future of our race. Contact is occurring more more rapidly and “they” are getting closer and closer for everyone that is open; not just a “select few” anymore. Contact is occurring *Within* and *Without*, AND in their *Symbiosis*.

As the “Greater Hyper Reality” is becoming more objectively apparent in a myriad of fields, including the historically important recent “Citizens Hearing on Disclosure”, Washington Press Room, April-May 2013 [http://citizenshearing.org](http://citizenshearing.org), and the Brazilian Government becoming the first Allied Power to completely disclose ALL of its UFO files through ALL of its military departments (giving objective details of hundreds upon hundreds of UFO landings, and entity sightings); and a host of other mainstream departments of modern man.

“Other realities” would appear to be merging with ours, these groups are amidst the pioneers to this new *Multiversal* and *Hyper-Dimensional Convergence*, within our world, without disruption of our Euclidian senses. “*Dialogue With The Cosmos*” comes in several parts, each with additional training materials, and further assignments and missions to accomplish.

“The Diamond Body Lotus Light Body Star Ship Field Propulsion” protocols taught by Ananda Bosman, in 4x3 = 12 days of trainings, with hundreds of techniques, meditations, exercises, protocols, and methods, that unify all 8 opposite poles in 8Hz, as an Isounit Lense “Star-Ship”, or conscious coherently induced “whole body phase conjugation,” with heart-will compassion (& onwards into the 8-Fold Iso-Hypersphere spins) — extend the Dialogue with the Cosmos, to the time for Full “Interaction” with the “Other.”
This, apart from the personal self metamorphosis resulting from the practice of the unification of all opposites through primordial compassionate-love. Such as preparing and cogently arranging the ET-DNA INside US: the LINES-SINES-HERV retrotransposons, or “jumping DNA” within us, involved in Compassionate Love founded “Bio-Metamorphosis”, and “Bio-Genesis” phenomenon.

These are THE most advanced biofeedback techniques available to the public on the planet at present, OPENLY, and the 1st based on the most avant guard science of our time, Hadronic Mechanics and its Isounit- Geno-unit- and Hyper-symmetries; with body temperature superconductivity and intermediary controlled nuclear fusions (not Hot or Cold fusion), already having been practically established.

**AUMBASSADORS WITH THE AUMNIVERSE (AMBASSADORS WITH THE OMNIVERSE & COSMOS)**

All participants, thereby, are participating in becoming “Ambassadors with the Omniverse”.

As the universal and Omniversal fractal structure of the proto-Veda’s (coming, in part, from the Manu-Emmanuels), is called the AUMkara, whose topology is the tapestry of the Omniverse of myriad Multiversal universes — this is called the Indivisible 4th: **AUMN** (the organising Hyper Sound Mandala/Manudala, that Arranges and distributes the Binomial and Golden continuum of life and molecular flow/flux, within the cosmos).

Hence, **AUMNiverse**.

Which also correspond to the 4 bandwidths of consciousness (Alpha-Theta, Delta-Beta) — that must become unified by 8Hz Compassion, as they are unified uniquely in over 108,000 civilisations of the 432,000 Manusah/’Humanoid civilisations’ of the Manu according to the proto-Vedic models (further correlated to the 432,000 motor neurons of our sensorial generating apparatus).

Thereby, the very specifically selected, and archaically detailed description compression attained in the neologism of “AUMbassadors with the AUMNiverse,” in the process of Earth man re-joining the 432,000 Manusah, who in turn re-join the Manuvah of the Omniverse — is embodied in this simplified term, that holds the proto-Logos “Word” of Power (AUM and AUMN), within it.
COLLECTIVE “STAR*GATE” WORK
The AUMbassadors will link in different countries in engaging “Dialogues with the Cosmos”.
Making “collective Star Ships”, and “Space-Time Gates” and Star-Grid “Star*Gates”, IN SYNCHRONY, and in Coherent harmonics of sound and Coherent Heart-Will protocols of INtent and INvocation with INvitation, in true Gølden Via Media.

We will be engaging in the “Operation Mountain Light” Grid Work of Dialogue With The Cosmos in the Swiss Alps, Austrian Alps, French Alps, Norwegian Alps, and Italian Alps (as well as other given locations).
Ananda has been given very specific sites already in the late 1980s and early 1990s, as well as other points of major ‘Star*Gate’ and ‘Space-Time Portals’ of significance, in terms of the “Grail Lines” of Europe, in the east-west Middle Meridian, tracing the New “Star*Adam”, of the “Golden Midway Path”.

THE EMMANUEL BASED CORPUS OF PROTOCOLS
All techniques and protocols and methods taught by Ananda Bosman are copyrighted by Ananda Bosman. However, the individual is free practice for the rest of their lives, and find their own unique version thereof, naturally. Furthermore, some AUMbassadors will also become teachers, ad hoc to the Diamond Body Star Ship protocol coordinator teachers etc.

Any field work that may capture “unknown”, unusual, phenomenon that is captured by photo, audio, or video by any and all of the participants, MUST give a quality copy to Ananda Bosman. However, THERE WILL BE NO “NONDISCLOSURE” LEGAL CONTRACTS, like CSETI, but it will be open, like ECETI and other congruent star watcher groups. The participant is free to share in whatever way they wish, internet, youtube, lectures, media, blogs, their experiences, photographs, films ETC.

Some photographic materials and film materials may not necessarily be endorsed by Ananda Bosman as genuine “unknown phenomenon”, until further analysis is conducted, in spite of the fact that other unknown/ unusual phenomenon and “link up” experiences, or remote viewing/ET-VR may have been ongoing concurrently, to these objective media recordings.
The reason for this is important. ANY captured photo or film of “unknown lights” or tape recordings of “strange sounds”, must undergo the logistical evaluation, AFTER the event. Critical Analysis, in the true sense, takes place after the event, to enable best open results of data during the event (this is also the successful means of the neuro-feedback science known as “Einstein Imaging Technique”, which obtains practical information this way.

When known camera phenomenon like “orbs” most often produced by dust particles and condensation with flash camera mode on, or moths, are presented as evidence of the contact experienced (even though a few rare “orbs” have been shown with Infra-Red film to be the real thing, but a high minority), it will give power to those who do not want there to be contact for mankind, and who may even hate the idea, or those so sceptical that they want it to look ridiculous, and this will be as, David Bowie, said “putting out fire with gasoline.”

Therefore, ANY photo or FILM published BEFORE proper analysis by Ananda Bosman and the “AUMbassadors with the AUMNiverse Task-Force Team Units & Network” (AATTUN) — must say beneath it, that these photographs or films, or sounds, are undergoing analysis and may not necessarily be endorsed by Ananda Bosman, or Dialogue with the Cosmos Team: AATTUN.

We want this to be as Open and Fair as possible!
For any experience is for the individual and they should be free to do what they want with their own captured material.
Especially when it comes to “Dialogues with the Cosmos”, with some form of “Unknown Phenomenon/Intelligence” — we cannot support a non disclosure legal contract basis, that is not fair or true to the individual, the group, or the cosmos, in our opinion.
Regardless of differing policies, the works of CSETI, ECETI, the Mexican “Vigilante” teams, and other “Star Watcher” groups, are mutually respected, in the synergy of the wave of the Cosmic Dialogue ongoing.
And in the future mass cooperation/coordination will become essential for the hygenics of the species — universally open for all in unity with the “Other”.
Regardless of the timelines of variance towards this passing of the threshold for our present species (in other words, the “time it takes”).
It must also be made very clear, that all payments are made to Ananda Bosman for teaching the techniques, protocols, and methods, only, and by practice in the field, and for organising expenses of the organisers. Our “Contact” with the Cosmos must not come under any designation of price transaction. This is a VITAL point in Ananda Bosman’s opinion.

When on the Field, Ananda will give examples of how to use the protocols, methods and techniques, even when a “sighting” of an “unknown” occurs during such a demonstration, payment is only for the teaching example of the protocol, NOT the sighting itself! Payment to the “contact” or “sighting” is done by “compassionate love transactions” :-) and these too will be taught in these Dialogue with the Cosmos Journeys. More to the core: will be “Re-Minded/Re-Kindled”.

**WHAT TO HAVE WITH YOU**

- All participants must have extensive notepads and good writing pens, for instant writing signatures, for things like ET-RV.
- Bring a quality digital recording device, or tape recorder, for your voice, sounds, instructions, and other recordings (one that produces as little operating noise, and as little luminosity, as possible).
- It is advised to also bring binoculars if you have them,
- Laser pointers if you have them, the stronger the better (although focus on ETI-ESP is superior to the external laser for the subjective, often giving the individual profound experience, realisation and ecstasy, due to this direct interactive response through the ETI-ESP “Pulse Bio-Laser” — the physical laser gives the objective for the camera, and others. You will be asked to use restraint and NEVER point on any known aviation object.
- Night Vision goggles if you have them.
- Polaroid cameras, if you have them, MAY at times pick up phenomenon,
- Night Vision hand held telescopes, when you have them, or night vision binoculars, when you have them.
- Night vision cameras when you have them.
- Night vision photo cameras, or photo cameras that can be set to quality night vision mode.
- A compass.
- A good torch light.
• Highly portable frequency analysing equipment (that creates as little disturbance as possible).
• Portable Oscilloscope (construction of a specially refined version which objectively measures subtle fields, will be passed on by Ananda).
• Good mountain shoes [we cannot emphasise this enough].
• A Thermal cover, to keep one warm in cold temperatures.
• A blanket, or thermal blanket and cushion, or portable chair, light enough for the mountain and field walks in the wilderness.
• An open heart and mind, ready for adventure and fundamental fun. Critical analysis comes after the Field Work.
• Gloves for the night,
• Mosquito repellent (preferably one that will not poison you & others)
• Thermos flask with coffee, tea, or hot chocolate
• Guarana (preferably bio). The field work is in the night, so Guarana will help you to be awake and be in a clear biofeedback state [note this is NOT mandatory, and special diets, caffein free, or health advised against caffein should not take this item. Take gingko biloba instead]. It also makes your blood alkaline, so mosquitoes don't find you so attractive (like B-vitamins), and it contains malic acid/malin saure, which is one of the only elements to remove aluminium out of the brain. Its effect is like a combo of chocolate and coffee. Gingko biloba is a useful “smart nutrient”.
• If you have more of any of the above items, bring them along, some future AUMbassadors who do not have them, could use them in the field work to assist the group into closer interactions.

This is just the beginning. And there are 28 years of experience to pass on fresh, for this “Awakening Dream” NU Cycle.
A series of these events will build on each other, as participants become activated and become AUMbassadors with the AUMNiverse, as their experience and expertise arises and a synergy emerges as a result.

What is taught is to be practised in private as well. Practice makes perfect. The goal is not to sight a UFO or “unknown phenomenon”, it is to make a coherent Bridge and act as Golden Via Mediators on behalf of Mankind, in the local area, country, continent, and planet. Enabling the opening of Spaces and Times for more direct interactions and interfacing.
And then to continue doing this in Team Work, in cooperation with the international AUMbassador to the AUMNiverse Task Force Units. Which are occurring and will continue to occur regardless of the success, or lack thereof, by anyone particular unit or Stargazer group. The implications are immense, and the outcome inevitable, regardless of the time it takes.

This will cascade into co-operated efforts with other Star Gazer groups of mutual coherent intent and the Kindred Spirit of co-operation in Dialogues with the Cosmos. And, furthermore, prepare the way for the Primordial Music and Concerto for CONTACT with the Cosmos, arising in the years ahead, as mankind links in the Universal Language of Coherent Music, and sacred Dance. Including, but not limited to, Ananda Bosman’s vision and movement of the “‘Global Song-432’ and ‘Global Concert-432Hz/8Hz’ for Cosmic Contact”. A New Universe is in Y-Our Heart-Will Hands.

~*Ananda Bosman, June 4th, 2013, 2.22AM*

Websites:
www.432hertz.com (will be updated in two days, June 12th, 2013)
www.432hz.com
www.aton432hz.info
www.akasha.de/~aton [Yes, the 2009 highly sophisticated hacked website from 1998 is BACK UP in an earlier version]

SEE Ananda’s ‘HADRonic HORIZON’ Facebook Page [read the description for understanding:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hadronic-Horizon/215550208469140

Here is a quite 22 minute overview, as I was invited to write on this newly created page:

[CLICK ON THIS PART FOR DESCRIPTION]:
HADRonic HORIZON
The hyperdense media of the 10^13cm in the microcosm within the atom ...
See more
Korinna A. Muller manages Ananda Bosman’s Facebook Page, which is NOW in Dynamic Movement in “Dialogues with the Cosmos” themes of discussion:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ananda-M-Bosman/87006821903

________________________________________
All Materials in “Dialogue With The Cosmos”
are copyright ©2013, by Ananda MJ Bosman
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